METHODE CAP CLASSIQUE & SPARKLING WINE

Laborie Brut 2011 ( Paarl )

R330

A vibrant intensity, yet elegant and fine in style. On the nose it shows slight perfume and berry aromas
with hints of subtle yeastiness and brioche. The palate is balanced, with a fine, textured mousse and
lingering, crisp finish – all perfectly integrated for pure enjoyment.
KWV Sparkling Cuvee Brut NV ( Paarl)

R190

This wine has rich fruity tropical fruit aromas characteristic of the Chenin Blanc grapes used. The finish
is dry, crisp and refreshing.
Pearly Bay Pink NV ( Worcester)

R150

A flamboyantly fizzy, sweet wine with delicious mouth-watering flavours.
Stellar Organic Sparkling NV ( Vredendal)

R275

100% Chenin Blanc, with grapefruit and lime on the nose. Nice acidity but not too dry. Ends with a
smooth, nutty, biscuit finish.
Haute Cabriere Cuvee Belle Rosé NV ( Franschhoek)

R360

Chardonnay and Pinot Noir determine the style:Chardonnay contributes elegance,Pinot Noir intensity
and richness.
Villiera Brut NV ( Franschhoek)

375ml R200

Rich, creamy, yeasty nose, with a refreshing flavour on the middle palate developing finesse and
complexity on the aftertaste.
Domaine Des Dieux Claudia 2012

( Hermanus)

R450

Traditional method bottle fermented sparkling from Chardonnay (81%) and Pinot noir (19%). Apple and
creamy lemon curd notes mingle with hint of perfumed red berries. On the palate, the expansive mousse
is both creamy and mineral. Keenly balanced with long finish of citrus fruits and toasty brioche notes.

SAUVIGNON BLANC
Laborie 2018 ( Paarl)

R170
per glass R45
This layered Sauvignon blanc shows prominent aromas of green fig, guava and flint, with hints of
asparagus and green apple. The fresh and lively palate is well balanced with a linear acidity and a fruity
finish. Enjoy this wine on its own or with a variety of salads, white meat dishes and fresh seafood.
Gabriëlskloof 2018 ( Botrivier)

R240

Classically styled Sauvignon Blanc with aromas of cut grass, kiwi fruit, blackcurrant and hints of citrus
and tropical fruit. The palate is multilayered with a sophisticated, fresh mouthfeel and a crisp vibrancy
with lingering flavours of Cape gooseberry, lime and zesty fruit flowing into a subtle mineral finish.
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Creation

2019

( Hermanus)

R310

Pale straw yellow in colour with twinkling flashes of green. A superbly balanced wine beckoning with
aromas of tropical fruit, elegant elderflower and interesting, minerally whiffs.
La Vierge Original Sin 2018 ( Hermanus)

R320

The wine therefore expresses the broad richness of the clay on the palate and aromatic tropical fruit and
mineral character on the nose. Using a blend of yeasts and the intrigue achieved with the portion of
Semillon, it shows concentrated tropical melon and pear drop, with a hint of lemon grass character and a
full mineral follow through on the palate.
Benguela Cove Lighthouse (Walker Bay)

R225

Elegant and racy,its old world minerality and length with hints of new world fruit.Notes of guava,tropical
fruit,kiwi and litchi with undertones of gooseberry.
Hermanuspietersfontein No 5 Kat met die Hout Been 2015 ( Hermanus)
R340
Aromas of dried apricot & subtle oak. Lanolin, wood matured, full-bodied with a layered structure and
developed complexity, fresh acidity, rich consistency.

CHENIN BLANC

Laborie 2018 (Paarl)

R170
per glass R45
Prominent aromas of pineapple, tropical fruit, and litchi with underlying hints of oak and almonds.

Beaumont 2018 ( Botrivier)

R245

A fresh and pure unwooded Chenin Blanc, made to express the delicious purity of the grape. A lovely
wine to enjoy on its own or even better with a slightly spicy dish.
Ken Forrester Old Vine Reserve 2018 ( Stellenbosch)

R300

Golden hued and full bodied, with melon and spicy baked apple aromas. Layered, with mineral notes
enhanced by honeycomb and caramel flavours from lees contact.

CHARDONNAY

Laborie

2018

( Paarl)

R175
per glass R45
This elegant Chardonnay has upfront litchi, lemon zest and pineapple aromas with undertones of raw
almonds and green apple. The palate is fresh and delicate with a rich texture and a vibrant, lengthy
.finish.
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Franschhoek

2018 ( Franschhoek)

R175
per glass R47.00
Gives off beautiful pure and bright pineapple and lemon and lime fruit purity and intensity on both nose
and palate with a perky balancing acidity to the frisky finish making this a gracious and engaging wine
even without oak.
Seven Springs unwooded 2018 ( Hermanus)

R270

Golden straw-coloured Chardonnay, with just a gentle touch of oak. The philosophy of Seven Springs is
to aim for balance and staying true to the nature of our vineyards. The Overberg has such rich soils that
it delivers a unique type of fruit, which does not need much to show its beauty and elegance. The acid is
bright and fresh, yet not acidic. The flavours are that of candied lemon, velvety crème Brule with a
unique salinity found in the wines from here.
Newton Johnson South End 2017 (Hermanus)

R395

Condensed flavours elevated by this vineyard’s rapier-like freshness. Ripe limes and waxy honeycomb
are illuminated by sharp ginger and lemon zest, with an airy scent of jasmine. Succulent citrus fruit in the
mouth, ladled with lees texture and buttery brioche, narrowing to a racy, lively finish.
Meerlust 2017 (Stellenbosch)

R550

Very bright, polished platinum with green, vivacious hue. Complex, appealing nose with pear, citrus and
floral notes developing into lemon cream, oatmeal and marzipan richness. On the palate the wine is
medium bodied and linear but retains generous focused citrus fruit flavours with sleek, balanced finish.
Hamilton Russell 2017 ( Hermanus)

R940

Bright, vibrant natural acidity and a marked dry minerality combine with structural length and complexity
in this elegant, classically styled wine.

WHITE BLENDS AND OTHER VARIETALS

Alvis Drift Viognier

2018

( Worcester)

R150
Glass R38
Aromas are dominated by apricots and white peaches. The wine is soft, ripe, and round with a lovely
viscous texture. The flavours linger, giving the wine a very long flavour profile.

Jordan Chameleon Sauvignon Blanc/Chardonnay 2018 ( Stellenbosch)

R215

Broad fruit spectrum found in the Winelands, initial forward Cape green fig flavours follows through to a
layered palate of ruby grapefruit and winter melon glacé.
Waverley Hills Sauvignon Blanc/Semillon

2018 ( Wolseley)

R220

A classical fresh and stone fruit Sauvignon Blanc/Semillon complexity with pineapple, nectarine and
white rose flavours complemented with strong herbaceous aromas. Silky with tropical finish.
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Ashbourne Sauvignon Blanc/Chardonnay

2018 ( Hermanus)

R230

Fresh, vibrant, perfumed Sauvignon blanc, filled-out and enriched with a carefully judged unwooded
Chardonnay component, make this a beautifully balanced and highly versatile wine. More than two
decades of family experience have gone into this unique blend.
Boschendal Chardonnay/Pinot Noir 2018 ( Franschhoek)
R280
Exceptional wine-making yields an incredibly sophisticated crisp, pale blush wine with outstanding
finesse and elegance. Hints of strawberry preserve impart an intriguing aroma, characteristic hints of
ripe red berries are also evident.

Benguela Cove Semillon/Sauvignon Blanc 2016 ( Hermanus)

R330

Aromas of melon, floral blooms and lime with nuances of gunflint and green apple. The palate is well
balanced by integrated oaking, displaying notes of citrus, minerality and roasted nuts. The palate is
austere, yet vibrant and textured, with a lingering and refreshing finish.
Jordan Riesling 2017 ( Stellenbosch)
R330
Intense lemon-lime flavours. A crisp fruitiness makes it a superb partner with food. Hints of spiciness add
to its intrigue.
Arcangeli Semillon

2016 ( Botrivier)

R290

The typical grassy and nettle flavours are toned down in favour of Pineapple and Granny Smith apple,
but in the end, it just drinks so well. The palate is textured and 'full volume', while the natural acidity
content of the wine ensures a firm structure and long finish.

SEMI SWEET

KWV Moscato

2018

( Paarl)

R170
Per Glass R43

Gently sweet from Muscat d’ Alexandrie radiates flair and personality with floral lift to grapey attractions;
good example of its type.
Villiera Jasmine

2018 ( Stellenbosch)

R175
Per Glass R44
A floral, slightly spicy white wine which is fresh, light and slightly sweet but complex enough to drink with
food (fusion and spicier dishes).
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ROSÉ

First Sighting

2019 ( Elim)

R175
Per Glass R44

Tart strawberry and red berries burst forth in this delightful blend of 76% Shiraz and 24% Grenache. A
delicate floral nose and a crisp fresh palate with notes of watermelon and pomegranate are followed by
a cool dry finish. To be enjoyed any time with good company.

Bon Courage Like Father Like Son

2018 (Robertson)

R130
Per GlassR 33

A semi sweet rose loaded with strawberries and berries on the nose and a delicious candy floss palate
Hermanuspietersfontein Bloos

2018 ( Hermanus)

R230

Merlot, Malbec, Petit Verdot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet franc. Salmon pink with coral blue shading.
Aroma, Strawberries and cream, fresh red fruit. Palate, Supple and round, freshness, complex.
Benguela Cove Lighthouse 2018 (Walker Bay)

R225

Juicy watermelon,candyfloss and red berry fruit flavours with sweet hints and distinctly floral bouquet.
This vibrant salmon pink wine is well balanced with natural acidity, good length and complexity.
Produced in a style of Provence, but dry with excellent fruit balance.

SHIRAZ
Laborie

R185
Per Glass R46
Luxurious, deep purple Shriaz has prominent aromas of ripe plum, backcurrant and dried spice, with
hints of aniseed and cloves. The palate benefited from judicious oaking.
Org de Rac

2018

( Paarl)

2017 ( Franschhoek)

R265

Organically produced wine. Enticing aromas of black forest cake, ripe plum, cherry and vanilla beckon
on the nose. On the palate subtle hints of roasted coffee bean combine with oak spice while delightful
dried fruit flavours linger on the aftertaste.
Beaumont Dangerfield

2016 ( Botriver)

R385

Good colour, spicy fruit and pepper on the nose and flavours of berry fruit with fine ripe tannins on the
finish make this a full but elegant wine. 100% French oak and 25% of total in new barrels. A
complex wine from 3 different vineyard sites.
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The Berrio

2014

(Overberg)

R345

Shiraz showing a combination of sweet cherry and a distinctive white pepper spice on the nose. Elegant
on the palate showing balance with a lingering taste of cherries and spice.

PINOTAGE
False Bay 2017

(Helderberg)

KWV Classic

2018 ( Paarl)

R180
Per Glass R45

R205

This rich and flavourful Pinotage shows upfront fruit sweetness with plum, banana and fruitcake aromas.
The sweet and juicy tannins are complimented by hints of chocolate and strawberries. The palate is
seductively soft and salacious with a long and gentle finish.
Rickety Bridge
2017
( Franschhoek)
R345
Concentrated black and blueberry flavours with layers of plums and dark chocolate. A velvety palate with
well integrated tannins which are supported by subtle smokiness and gentle oaking lead into a lingering
juicy finish.
Diemersfontein

2017

( Wellington)

R330

On the nose rich dark chocolate and powerful freshly brewed coffee styling, with a hint of mint and
baked plums. The palate shows distinct characters of coffee and chocolate, which is balanced with
smooth velvety tannins and a lingering aftertaste.
Beyerskloof Reserve 2017 ( Stellenbosch)

R415

Promising blackberry aromas upfront with lively spicy/sweet cedar oak in the background. Bundles of
blackberry and prune flavours upon entry which combine well with the cedar oak aromas.
Southern Right 2017/18 ( Hermanus)
R550
Full ripeness and the longer hang-time afforded by cooler sites, combined with the complex, more
classic fruit aromas and structure resulting from clay-rich soil, make this wine a highly individual
expression of South Africa’s unique grape variety.
.
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MERLOT

Laborie

2017

( Paarl)

R185
Per GlassR46
Aromas of black cherries, plums and dried herbs, with a nuance of smoke. The palate is vibrant and
well-rounded with silky tannins and a fragrant, elegant finish.
Jordan Chameleon (No Added Sulphur) 2017

( Stellenbosch)

R220

The gardens at Jordan are home to many Cape Dwarf Chameleons, inspiring the name for this intriguing
range of wines. A juicy merlot for immediate enjoyment. It is full-flavoured wine with soft, balanced
tannins.
Rustenberg

2018

( Stellenbosch)

R290

Voluptuous cassis fruit, and a firm ripe tannin structure with elegant aromas of violets and black cherries,
with overtones of sandalwood and leather.
Creation 2017 ( Hermanus)

R410

Bounty of fruity, spicy aromas to invite you in. On the palate, rewarding dark chocolate and mocha
combine with generous ripe berry flavours, supported by the firm structure derived from judicious oak
maturation.
Sumaridge 2016 ( Hermanus)

R425

A complex, full bodied, yet classy Merlot that shows a restrained brooding dark fruit profile amply
supported by mocha notes and lifted vanilla spice. The textured palate is defined by an enduring line of
soft tannins with a lingering aftertaste. This wine is typically accessible now and with a well balanced
structure and ripe fruitiness

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Laborie

2017 ( Paarl)

R185
Per Glass R46
This wine is smooth and elegant, with a juicy entry. It has aromas of red cherries, Christmas cake,
crushed herbs and pine needles. The angular tannin structure is complemented by hints of sweet cedary
oak on the palate that flow seamlessly into a fresh lingering finish.

Warwick The First Lady

2016 ( Stellenbosch)

R280

Wafts of liquorice, cigar box and black berry with a fresh bouncy whack of fresh red fruit, this wine
continues to please and entertain.
Org de Rac 2016 ( Franschhoek)

R265

Distinctive aromas of tomato leaf, pencil shavings and mulberry beckon on the nose. A rich and well rounded wine with sumptuous dark fruit flavours supported by velvety tannins.
Thelema 2016 (Stellenbosch)
R560
Complex and stylish, with aromas of ripe blackcurrant, dark chocolate and pencil shavings. This wine is
bone dry yet exhibits a lovely sweet fruit character on the palate, with a lovely long finish.
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PINOT NOIR
First Sighting 2014 (Elim)

R280
Per Glass R70
This complex wine exudes a classic elegance with ripe cherry fruit flavours and a fragrant spiciness
Complimented by ripe tannins and a long finish.A truly versatile light red wine.

Newton Johnson 2017 ( Walker Bay)
R460
Perfumed and exuberant. Vibrant violet florals and perky spice notes play with the sleek red fruit,
deepened by earthy wafts of forest floor. The nervy tannin structure encompasses the ripe raspberry
fruit, with succulent acidity drifting into the finish.
Benguela Cove 2018 ( Botrivier)

R395

Upfront red fruit sets the stage for more subdued nuances of mulberry, rosehip and violets to follow suit.
As it matures, this wine will unveil a more savoury play of bay leaf and thyme, hinting towards an Old
Word style. Pruned, sappy rosebush notes are indicative of youth with elegant floral notes that carries
through. Fruit sweetness hits the back of the palate with porcelain-like tannins that will chisel this into a
serious and powerful wine to be.
Seven Springs 2014 ( Hermanus )

R320

Soft and supple palate and is medium bodied, with light and pure fruit characters. Garnet in colour, the
wine offers opulent aromas of strawberries and dark cherries and hints of forest floor. The oak, as
always, is subtle and understated, supporting the fruit driven profile.
Creation

2018

( Hermanus)

R435

Gleaming garnet with an inviting bouquet of spice – peppercorn and clove – supplemented by a delicate
whiff of dried apricot. Smooth yet complex on the palate: layers of dried fruit mingle with hints of
raspberry and piquant spice.
Hamilton Russell 2017
(Hermanus)
R926
Not overtly fruity, soft and “sweet” and it generally shows hints of that alluring savoury “primal” character
along with a dark, spicy, complex primary fruit perfume.

RED BLENDS
Creation Red Blend 2016 (Hemel & Aarde)

R268
Per Glass R66
Deep ripe mulberry coloured red with vivid flashes of violet-truly inviting.The complex nose tempts
with a medley of dark berries and spice which are echoed on the plush palate.Hint of dark chocolate
and a whisper of smoke on the lingering aftertaste.

Gabrielskloof The Blend

2017 (Botrivier)

R290

Red and black fruit, violets, some attractive herbaceous character and pencil shavings while the palate
is fruit forward but not unduly sweet.
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Beyerskloof Synergy 2016

( Stellenbosch)

R260

Opulent Cape blend with mostly Cabernet Sauvignon and Pinotage, dash of Shiraz and Malbec. Shows
American wood’s toffee and fudge notes. The palate is textured and concentrated with and finishes with
fine and silky tannins.
Waverley Hills Shiraz/Mourvèdre/Viognier

2014 (Organically Produced) (Wolseley)

R350

Strong plum, oak and spicy tones. A bouquet of bell pepper, caramel and vanilla leaps out of the glass.
The wine has a very soft front palate and fruity, but firm, mid palate with a fresh and long after taste.
Sumaridge Epitome

2011

( Hermanus)

R480

A seamless integration showing brooding fruit counterbalanced with savouriness which encompasses wild plumb, white spice, smoky meat, damp earth and a luxuriant finish. Friendly but not overbearing,
diverse in flavour with complimentary expression of all components to present a well-balanced whole,
leaving a lasting impression with a desire to return. An expression of Africa.
Benguela Cove Collage 2015 ( Botrivier)

R395

Ruby red in colour, this classic, multi-faceted Bordeaux styled blend shows aromas of plum, violets,
clove spice and cigar box. On the palate, hints of raspberry, boiled sweets and liquorice.
Meerlust Rubicon 2015 ( Stellenbosch )

R740

The distinctive nose is intense with black currant and plum aromas, exotic spice and minerality. The
palate is youthful with vivacious black fruit, intense spiciness and beautifully structured, ripe, satin
tannins

OTHER RED CULTIVARS

Raka Cabernet Franc 2016

(Stanford)

R330

Deep Ruby red colour. Grabs attention with intense blackcurrant herbaceous hints and delicate floral
notes. Poised and full bodied with same characters on the pallet, velvet gripping finish.
Allesverloren Tinta Barocca 2016 ( Swartland)

R285

A combination of red berry fruits with a hint of chocolate, vanilla and oak spice aromas. Elegant,
medium- to full-bodied wine with intense berry fruit and subtle oak spice aromas. Tannins are wellstructured and linger on the finish.
Bellevue Malbec 2015 ( Stellenbosch)

R300

Intense ruby colour with upfront intense nose of rosemary, brambles, Fynbos, eucalyptus and buchu.
Loads of concentrated ripe berry fruit on the palate. Well balanced wine with good structure and long
clean finish.
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NATURAL SWEET

Benguela Cove Noble Late Harvest R00
Medium straw colour with heady notes of honey blossom, orange peel, pineapple and dried peaches.
The lovely sweetness of the wine is balanced with a lingering finish while still remaining fresh and crisp
on the palate.
Klein Constantia Vin de Constance Constantia R00
Wonderfully bright on both the nose and palate. Concentrated flavours of apricot and orange zest with
aspects of frangipani flowers abound. Mouth filling yet clean and focused, the wine tapers into a rich
luscious finish.

FORTIFIED WINES

Pierre Jourdan Ratafia Franschhoek R00
Packed with rich honey flavours. The taste is delicate and enticing. The nose a melange of tropical
flavours. As aperitif or with starters: Liver, liver paté & scallops, escargots. With decadent desserts it is a
delicious digestif. Enjoy chilled in elegant small glasses.

Rietvallei Muscadel Klaasvoogds R00
Rietvallei Red Muscadel is full-bodied, rich, yet gentle. A floral, Muscat bouquet comes through on the
nose, with typical raisiny sweetness and an intense, rich flavour that lingers on the palate and follows
through on the aftertaste while the acidity compliments and balances the sweetness.
KWV Red Muscadel Paarl R00
With an attractive light amber colour and red tint, this wine is bursting with fresh red berries, Muscadel
flavours and hints of caramel. The wine is fresh, fruity and well balanced.
Laborie Pineau de Laborie Paarl R00
This magnificent wine displays fresh mulberries, quince and cherry with subtle nuances of spice.
Flavours of chocolate and berries on the palate are perfectly integrated into this soft and seamless wine.
KWV Cape Ruby Paarl R00
Beautiful dark berry flavours are complemented by caramel, butterscotch and nuttiness. The wine is well
balanced, fresh and fruitful with a lingering finish.
KWV Cape Tawny Paarl R00
Extended wood maturation resulted in a beautiful amber colour with orange zest, dried fruit, caramel and
nuttiness on the nose. This full flavoured wine explodes with fruit, marzipan and toffee on the palate,
with a well-balanced sweet finish.
Allesverloren Fine Old Vintage Paarl R00
A voluptuous praline and candied orange peel on the palate with wonderful balance between acidity and
alcohol, finished off with lingering spicy fruit and a hint of dark chocolate ganache.
KWV Medium Cream Paarl R00
A golden-brown dessert wine with apricot, orange peel and or aromas complemented by nuttiness and
caramel. The wine is fresh, flavourful and balanced.
KWV Full Cream Paarl R00
This full sweet dessert wine has orange zest, dried fruit, oral aromas, honey and red bush tea flavours
on the nose. The fruit is complemented by marzipan and caramel on the soft, juicy palate with a
lingering, nutty persistence.
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BRANDY
KWV 3 year old
A blend of potstill brandy, matured in oak barrels for three years, and unmatured grape spirits. Bottled at
an alcohol strength of 43% it contains a dark golden colour with fresh apple and pear flavours, and spicy
vanilla tones.
KWV 5 year old
The smooth, amber coloured liquid, is produced from carefully selected wines, double-distilled in copper
potstills then followed by 5 years of maturation in small oak casks.
KWV 10 year old
Deep amber flavour. Complex dried fruit and port wine aroma, enhanced by subtle spicy and nutty
flavours. Full-bodied with a lingering, fruity and slightly sweet finish.
KWV 12 year old
Deliver a perfect marriage of aged pot-stills, the product of years of careful crafting. This golden liquid
conjures dried fruit, honey and oak flavours to deliver a well-balanced brandy with a long, lingering
aftertaste.
KWV 15 year old
This rare blend is only released in limited quantities once a year. The result is a bright golden and
complex brandy with evident notes of dried apricot, peach and plum and a lingering, smooth and
unforgettable taste.
KWV 20 year old
Pure double distilled pot-still brandy matured in select French oak barrels for twenty years. Deep golden
amber. Delicate floral bouquet and matured Port wine aroma balanced by well-developed nutty and oaky
flavours. Full-bodied. Very mellow and complex with a delicately sweet aftertaste.
KWV Imoya
A blend of double distilled potstill brandies. Lively golden amber colour. Dried fruit flavours with roasted
and spicy nuttiness. Full-bodied with a lingering aftertaste.
COGNAC
Bisquit
Ripe fruit aromas of dry apricot, honey and sweet spices aromas of cinnamon, clove with underlined with
floral notes.
Remy Martin
Subtle aromas of peach and apricot on the nose, with hints of oak warming nicely. A fantastic long and
very smooth flavour of vanilla on the palate, with sweet notes kicking in between its silky texture. Nice hit
of fresh red fruit on the nose, with an almost clean aroma of olive oil coming through.
WHISKY
Bains Worcester R00
Award winning grain whisky. Grapefruit, custard cream and icing sugar. Followed by nutmeg Vanilla and
a round soft finish.
Boplaas Calitzdorp R00
Smooth and luxurious with a sweetness that evolves into a mouth-warming sense of buttery toast and
dried fruit.
GIN
Silver
Triple Three Juniper R00
Inspired by the earliest recorded gin recipes, made from 100% juniper berries. Crafted to ensure a
flavourful gin with assertive juniper notes.
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Citrus
Bloedlemoen R00
Handcrafted small batch using ten natural botanics including Juniper, Blood Orange, Orange peel,
Grains of paradise, Coriander, Cassia and nutmeg. Classic London dry led by a smooth citrus
mouthfeel.
Infused Silver
KWV Cruxland R00
Pure grape gin; double distilled with juniper berries and nine botanicals, including truly South African
rooibos and heuningsbos, and infused with Kalahari truffles.
Infused Pink
Musgrave Pink R00
Rose hip is added during the distilling process and the expressive Cardamom and obligatory Juniper
contributions are softened so as not to mask the gentle perfume of the roses.
Fynbos
Inverroche Verdant R00
Fresh floral botanicals with spices and berries from India and Europe. The spirit goes through a brief
infusion of late summer blooms after distillation, which imparts a delicate crisp, green note.
Inverroche Amber R00
A handcrafted blend of intriguing flavours, combining the fresh floral botanicals of Africa with spices and
berries from India and Europe. Well balanced and full bodied, it is smooth on the palate with a dry, warm
finish.
GRAPPA
Stanford Hills, Stanford R00
Pinotage: Smooth grappa made using Stanford Hills Pinotage grapes.
Dalla Cia, Stellenbosch R00
Cabernet/Merlot: Full intense aromatic bouquet of cream, dark chocolate and a soft nutty linger after
each sip.
L’Ormarins, Franschhoek R00
Litchi ea de vie: Distilled litchi spirit, it’s tropically fruity with a smooth and gentle finish. The spirit lingers
long in the mouth, finishing dry, yet leaving.
Carpene Malvolti Italian Grappa R00
The palate is very delicately sweet, soft and slightly oily in texture. Moderate flavours of fruit bread
(raisin and dried apricot) combine with a candle wax-like character. Very gentle spicy warmth. Aftertaste
is moderately persistent, clean and dry with a hint of orange cake followed by some waxy, oily notes..
LIQUEURS

CRAFT BEERS

Weiss
CBC Krystal Weiss R00
Aromatic twist of lemon & grapefruit flavours,
slightly more bitter than Amber with a dry finish.
Boston Wild Honey Crystal Weiss R00
A crisp, malt-forward beer that’s ideal as a
summer quaffer. The dry finish is well balanced
with a hint of sweetness that comes through
seconds after your swallow.
Old Potters Pale Ale - City Slicker R00
Overberg barley, straw coloured with malt
profile.

Lager
Old Harbour Lager R00
Gold blonde coloured sparkling body with white
head and with herby malt hop aroma a herby
malt hop sweet light bitter taste with bitter finish.
Delicious.
Striped Horse R00
Elegant and voluptuous. Its complex, hoppy
nose and balanced bitterness on finish, make
for the perfect food beer.
Stout
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Frasers Folly Moerkoffie R00
Pours jet black with thin tan coloured head.
Aromas of espresso coffee, toffee and milk
chocolate with a slight hazelnut note.
Ciders
Sxollie Granny Smith R00
crisp, tart and refreshing apple cider with a
crunchy acidity that keeps you coming back for
more.A perfect match for delicate fish dishes or
otherwise everyday easy drinking.
Cluver & Jack R00
Fresh, crisp and just the right amount of sweet
and dry. It also tastes like REAL apples – a
revelation in the cider game here in South Africa

Liefmans Fruitesse R00
Pungent ripe raspberries and cherries with
vanilla. Sweet and yet slightly tart raspberry and
cherry taste.
Liefmans Yello R00
Sweet cherry, raspberry, slight cranberry, a hint
of bubblegum. Light bodied and moderate
carbonation. A short, sweet, red fruit finish. A
very simple, fruity and refreshing beer
Kopparberg Strawberry & Lime R00
rose hip palate, with light strawberry fusion and
sweet apple back palate. Fruit sweetness is
high, with a citric, lemon/lime base to balance.
Strong strawberry notes carry through and
linger

Fruit beer
NON-ALCOHOLIC
Duchess Original R00
Alcohol Free Gin & Tonic
Duchess Floral R00
Alcohol Free Gin & Tonic
Flippen Nice Litchi, Grape Juice R00
Litchi infused Grape Juice
Flippen Nice Lime, Grape Juice R00
Lime flavoured Grape Juice
Zari White, Grape Juice R00
Premium, non-alcoholic juice produced from
100% Cape Muscat Seedless grapes in the
Cape Winelands region of South Africa.

Devils Peak – Zero to Hero 0% R00
Delivers a refreshing, light-bodied, alcohol free
Pale Ale that refuses to compromise on flavour.
Bright, hoppy citrus notes are supported by a
light malt character with low bitterness and a
beautifully crisp, fresh finish.
Inah Sauvignon Blanc R00
Showing the complexity and flavours of
Sauvignon Blanc but without any alcohol. The
sweetness is naturally obtained from the
grapes.
Inah Merlot R00
Showing the complexity and flavours of Merlot
but without any alcohol. The sweetness is
naturally obtained from the grapes.

Bavaria Peach 0% alcohol beer R00
Brewed with natural mineral water and the
natural aromas of peach. Sweet, fruity and
refreshing, with a prominent peach flavour,
which makes Bavaria 0.0% Peach such a
deliciously refreshing drink.
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